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Ganthet respect thread

Abhilegend Prince of All Saiyans Sex: MaleLocation: Always another place Respect Guardians of the Universe This is a tribute to the niit Guardians universe. (please sign in to view the picture) Please do not spam / troll this topic - people doing so will be notified immediately. Let's get started! ____________________ 11. Reasonable As
F*ck | Gender: MaleLocation: Great stuff so far, abhi. I hope to see more. _________________________ 24th, 2017 3:35 AM abhilegend Prince of All Saiyans Sex: MaleLocation: Always second place quote: (post)Originally posted by Galan007 Great stuff so far, abhi. I hope to see more. Thanks. yes, it's far from finished. 24 Jul 2017
04:58 Senor Cage Senior Member Sex: Unspecified Location: 24 July, 2017 07:04 Email this Page this Page This Topic Forum Rules: You may not post new topics You may not post attachments You may not change your posts HTML code is OFF vB code is ON [IMG] code is On Text only version &lt; - KillerMovies.com - Forum - Forum
Rules &gt; © Copyright 2000-2006, KillerMovies.com. All rights Reserved.Powered by: vBulletin, copyright ©2000-2006, Jelsoft Enterprises Limited. Hey, everybody! A little bit ago someone posted a link to a wiki article that was essentially a Hal Jordan / GL Respect Thread - a thread full of bunch of Hal Jordan and GL feats. Anywho, the
source of that stuff was a niit I did some time ago, but this version was very incomplete. I recently redesigned that selfsame to the soda, and update it, and hopefully you can all enjoy it. Hal Jordan &amp; Green Lantern Corps Respect Thread This is a thread dedicated to that paragon of power, emerald knight and largest Green Lantern of
all time.... Hal Jordan, with your comrades! It's just a niit to showcase some of his more impressive abilities throughout history. This is by no means comprehensive and I welcome any comments or publications that you may have. What I have decided to do is not only show Hal's specific abilities, but also his accomplices. The fact that he
was the most powerful of them all, and had more than once offered leadership should make it quite clear that whatever they could do, he could as well. The thread is divided into four main parts; power feats, another Hal physically suited human, the third smattering feats of various Corps members and 4. The power feat section is divided
into different parts as well, easy to use and reference, specifically raw power feats and vs. battles. Something noted about Raw Power Feats is that trying not to repeat yourself too often and pad the button out of many shows that are recommended for, say, durability or blasting There are going to be no added to their headers because they
come in the middle of the battle. Having a shot at Superman or Marvel marvel can be great shows of endurance, but it's especially vs. shows, and so that's the section it's under. Such things as having giant explosions or destroying planets are under the raw feats of header. What's more, specifically categorized passages are only Hal
feats. As such, some very impressive feats of raw power feats - from sealing black holes to manipulating time - can be found in other Green Lanterns section. I hope this isn't too much of an inconvenience for all of you. I hope you enjoy it. Let's start this issue by getting to know Hal Jordan's origins. Origin Story Over the years the story has
been told many times in many different ways, but what I (and many other Hal Jordan fans) consider to be the most definitive version of this origin appeared in New Frontier 5, shown below. he was chosen, a man completely without fear, out of all the planet. A brief description of what the power ring is capable of. Raw Power/Versatility
Feats Speed/Transport This subpart is dedicated to hal flight speed, teleportational capabilities and its ability to create spacewarps. Hal creates and travels through space thread. gl159_08.jpg Hal's creating a space thread. Hal randomly creates space to melt from the ground up your truck floating into space, then stops the avalanche with
ease. earth to Aa, hyperspace, in an instant. Hal will be speeding flash if Superman and Hawkman both prove powerless. Barry's late for his good friend at Hal Coast City, Hal just teleports him in the blink of an eye. Hal moves what appears to be Super Human speeds, matching the good not flash. under the control of the mind, Hal is
stalking Flash (Barry), and Barry can't shake him until he changes his identity. Hal monitors and monitors the ship through Hyperspace, making the journey of 132 Lightyears in a matter of seconds. He brings jla toe with him, and says that the ring can easily find it way back despite being in the cosmic desert. Hal teleports different
members of JLA to different locations, although in fact not close to many of them. Marty brings Tom to him via teleportation, Hal teleports to the global guardian. More teleportation Marty (Good side Hal Jordan/ring combo) teleport Tom and he away from Justice League. tracks beam through space and thread the space to catch up.
transported to the beginning of time, Hal creates probes to search through a universe that moves multiple light. Hal moves faster than the speed of light. Hal travels through the space thread. Hal teleports a bunch of innocent binders away. End of Speed / Transport part of Time Travel / Time Manipulation Here are just a few examples of
Hal traveling through time... Hal senses that he is needed in the future, he simply travels through time with his ring just as easily as he can travel through space. Hal travels through time again. And again he travels through time. Tom and Marty (The Good Side of Hal imprinted the ring) travel through time to stop Hal Jordan destroying the
Corps. Parallax caught them. Hal sends the Time Masters through time. The ring also knows when and where to find Atlantis. the edge of death, Hal stops time (stretching a nanosecond for eternity) and teleports or transport creatures all over the planet to decide that someone worthy must continue for him. Later, he decides that he
doesn't really want to die, and the will to live around. Hal is freeing himself from Time Warp. Hal supercharged Zeta Beam so that it moves through time and locks onto Batman. Hal either stops time for the whole system or causes each creature in the system to freeze. Either way, pretty impressive I'd say. Hal, facing creatures that exist in
seconds of the future, sends his beam into the future to defeat them (well, Sapphire does it first, but Hal was planning it). time to travel. Time Travel. The lifting/movement feats of Hal, transported through time, encounter a giant speeding planetoid on the way to hit the earth. This plantetoid turns out to be the moon. Hal stops the moon
from impacting the earth (at what speed we don't know, though, if it came from deep space at a speed it must be impressive) and puts it in orbit around the earth. Hal teaches Arisia how to create a device to heat the world by tilting out this axis and freezing death, and almost instantly doing the job. These two also prove capable of carrying
a crystalline planetoid without too much effort. Hal is thing up in a space town torn from these camps. planet Ungara is in danger of a massive comet, Hal is going to move the planet from the comet. When he gets there, he's filled with hostility and surprise attack. Without enough time to move the planet safely, it uses the planet's moon to
play the game of cosmic pool. strange, almost cancerous growth is found in the center of a living planet, Hal removes it and ejects it into space. The growth is probably large enough that it can be classified as the planet's moon. Hal stops and endures a twisting month. Hal wants him to raise his ring, and then he takes the cosmic herring of
the worlds to fight hand in hand, eventually defeating him. Hal, disguised as Batman, moves the moon all the way to Planet Earth! the machine is the world with yet another form of pangea, the novice Hal keeps the continents of Earth in its rightful places, saving countless lives (According to the men planning it, all human life on earth). Hal
just directs the entire Justice League Satellite into space and orbit! s going to raise the science lab/city thing. Hal does what Tomar Re couldn't do and saves the planet from ruin. (this type of destruction was of the same type visited on Krypton). The blasting Hal opens the Eclipso satellite with little effort, though it was nothing more than a
glorified tin jar. Hal uses his ring to rekindle the dying Star Sun, allowing the system's planets to flourish. Superman brings Hal to the fortress of loneliness to test the limits of his Emerald Energies and finds his power to defy quantum. The real gold here, however, is Hal's reaction to Superman's discovery. Shrug and a simple smile,
confident in the way of one who is at peace with himself. This one is a hard call feat, but I thought I'd add it regardless. Hal only thinks he's caused the destruction of the planet... In fact, it was an illusion created by Manhunters to discredit the Green Lantern Corps. I thought it bore the least mention because Hal really thought he was
capable of such a feat of his own, as did pretty much everyone else. Hal easily beats the rock monster (created by Hector Hammond) and destroys a large asteroid that was once home to its base of activity in space. He does it without visible tension. Hal shoots a huge hole in Amazo, who has combined the abilities of Justice League
(including Superman and Wonder Woman) destroys several asteroids, turning them into dust. Endurance Rookie Hal (he just got a ring) lives in a nuclear explosion. Hal created a prison that managed to keep the version of Ultra-Man, the Crimean syndicate (Less powerful, more than likely, but still ...). Power Girl also proves to be unable
to crush the build, and it takes the combined power of Dr Fate and Starman to do the work. Hal contains gases that could destroy the planet. a shield built by The New Rutg protects Hal from an explosion that's more powerful than a nuclear explosion. When Superman and Hal find themselves traveling through a strange dimension, Hal
defends them both from the 300 Megaton detonation, one they're not even sure Superman himself could survive. easily lives on earth with zero destruction manhunter robot, which was described as going out like a nuke and would have destroyed everything within a 25 mile radius. Hal protects himself and his friends from Super Nova, and
then makes his friends negative with bright energy. Hal created a prison that was able to hold ultra-man, Crime Syndicate's version of Superman (Less powerful, more than likely, but still ...). Power Girl also proves to be unable to crush the build, and it takes the combined power of Dr Fate and Starman to do the work. Love it. Hal, a shorn
of his memory, creates a bubble around him and the power of the girl that fully protects them from the most powerful blasts of Sonar (who at the time had almost the entire league of ropes). While Sonar blows away, amnesiac Hal has to have sex in the POWER GIRL bubble! Then it turned out that the woman in Doctor Light is also in love
with Hal! Then Hal will protect them all from some ultimate bomb that the sonar launched and hide their signs of life from him. Damn it, he's going to get the ladies and get the job done. 20Jordan/ Hal's soundproof barrier around the world, effectively traps the Star Sapphire on top. himself to a giant explosion, keeps a bunch of aliens in
force in the fields, and then creates several hand guns for them to fight. Energy manipulation/absorption Hal redirects radiation back to its source, high-density radiation that can probably all life on the planet on earth and all the potential life on this planet. Hal shrinks the nuclear explosion to the size of the fire, then creates anti-energy to
combat energy explosions. Hal protects himself and his friends from Super Nova, and then makes his friends negative with bright energy. absorbs the emotional energies of the Parallax unit by imprisoning them in the keskaku. the radiation from the cannon. When Dr. Polaris tearss the portal into the structure of the universe itself at the
heart of the universe and begins to feed on the magnetic powers of this strange new dimension, Hal takes and fits the master magnetist, even as his power increases to the point that he can destroy planets. When his power increases to the point that he is untouchable, Hal uses his ring to pump him so full of power that he is ripped apart.
takes over Dr. Light's design, he wins. this may seem like iffy energy manipulation, but bear with me. Hal's ring will drag his and Superman's spirits back to their normal bodies. device causes Hal's ring to be expelled, Hal is able to control it, then he just swallows it back into his circle. Molecular/genetic manipulation of Hal girl is taken by a
group of foreign beings, Hal shrinks himself down to follow the point that atoms look huge relatively speaking. Hal uses the ring to make the Airwave visible and unified. Hal and Barry are trapped in a constrictor, Hal uses his ring to first scan vulnerabilities, then give a nearby molecular structure when converted to that structure. When
Sinestro creates an Empath-Star in his ring, a living star that can amplify the natural chasm of anyone who approaches (Making fearless GL is like Hal dangerously reckless and making slow and steady guys Flash terribly slow to react..), Hal bombards the star by packing down this atom's create a kes (With help barry, natch).
Http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v5...2/6ab1ffd5.jpg Alan Scott infuriates Hal Jordan, Hal creates a living swarm of tree bugs that cause all sorts of havoc. Hal shares a shark. Sinesp reforms completely destroyed the remains of Hal's jet, indicating that any GL should be easily able to do so. Hal Jordan has been searching for an alien



looking for the best pilot on the planet to fly his warships, his plane has broken down. Instead of directly attacking the creature, he tries to learn more about his case and learns that it is after further control of the conglomerate creatures, which means that its reaction time is slow and intentional. He's accelerating their nerve-shooting. It's
also significant because it means it could just re-create a plane that was previously a completely decomposed, heavy substance manipulation feat. Hal goodside, or if you prefer to believe in Tom Kalmaku (Whose Willpower was specifically said to be less than Hal at the beginning of both his career) recreates the entire planet Oa, all this
glory with all this technology. Hal makes Adam Strange back out of the water a normal person. Hal turns energy-free confetti into confetti with ease. Pieface is disguised as Hal hal by Hal, Hector Hammond (Pre-Transformation) benefits from the Faux-Hal ring and gives it a monkey. Hal will restore him to normal later. while, Hal
subconsciously turns his ring and turns Pieface into a bird. Hal wants him to raise his ring, and then he takes the cosmic herring of the worlds to fight hand in hand, eventually defeating him. Shorn in his memory, confused Hal Jordan causes the toy spaceship to get real through sheer instinct. For example, in substance manipulation, Hal
becomes a bullet in a bouquet of flowers. Hal is turning a group of nuclear-ding people into snow. a strange example of matter manipulation, but an interesting one, however. Hal makes his body's atomic structure into a robot. when the air is leached into the African jungle, Hal easily uses his ring to create more air, bringing it back to
normal levels. Hal creates a disguise for herself to look and sound so much like Clark Kent that Lois Lane can't tell the difference! the Traitor gets a small amount of access to Hal's circle and uses it to shrink the earth to a subatomic level. The whole country! Shrinks Shaggy Man. synthesizes oxygen and hydrogen to create more difficult
fax water. creates atomic-level heat. The Hal makes every citizen of the city invisible. Hal becomes invisible to surprise Qward's Thunder attack. Going invisible to spy on Tom. Ring keeps the JLA invisible, then knocks out the Guards, keeps them in a coma and invisible, then creates the illusion of the Qwardian Guards going about their
usual business. keeps Justice League invisible. makes himself invisible and creates a picture of himself to distract the Qwardians. invisibility again. Hal creates a cover-up. Construct Creation (Size, feature, level of detail) Infuriated and concerned about the disgusted destruction of his hometown, Hal recreates the entire Coast City, along
with people and buildings and wildlife, etc. confronted by the former Wrath of God eclipso, Hal creates a giant solar receptor to keep Eclipso's massive satellite any power, while draining the power of the satellites. While it's not particularly impressive on the power scale, I think it speaks to a certain degree of intelligence and cunning that
can only be associated with Hal Jordan. ⇒ psychic resistance/abilities of Hal, playing with Alien's ruse, takes over the mind of every creature on the planet. Hal creates a kind of gate that creates a strong psychic suggestion that prevents people from entering or even seeing a room. rookie Hal (a week or so after getting in the ring) drops
prey to psychic abilities of the monstrous Hector Hammond. However, Sinestro, a veteran of Lantern, makes it clear that Green Lantern should never have such problems as a psychic. Deadens mind a powerful telekinetic/psychic out of Hammond's attacks, turning him into a coma in the process. blocks off the Martian Manhunter After
himself is directly taken over by one of the demons of three (Using yellow smoke of some sort, bypassing his defenses) Hal takes control of his fellow Justice Leaguers and forces them to fight their will. Sonar uses its sonic abilities to influence Hal's mind causing illusions, Hal uses his ring to undo the illusion of attack, making himself
immune to the effects. Hal, absorbed in Shark's mind, exerts his willpower and causes such pain in the Shark that he is forced to release Hal. Shark's mental abilities are monumental, and it is known that KO guys like Superman and the rest of the league sometimes. Hal is defending himself against Hector Hammond's abilities.... Again.
Hal is going to defend himself completely from Hector Hammond's powers first. Then allows him to entertain so that he can experience some of his memories, then forces him out of his mind, then uses his ring to reactivate his pain centers, then beats him very well. Hal takes and beats power source Hector Hammond. Hal is perfect again
for Hector Hammond's mental strength. s ring surrounds Superman and the entire Justice League in a special Aura that protects them from Hai's spiritual manipulations. If he can do it just for any person, imagine the protection of Hal himself is ...? Hal creates telepathic earplugs for him and his friends. Telepathically communicates and
wakes guy. Lie detector. scans another GL mind to find your greatest fear. forces aliens to show their true form, tolerates their mind blasts, then disguises themselves to get more information. Scanning/Senses/Tracking the transported at the beginning of time, Hal creates probes to search through the universe that travel multiple light. Hal
uses a ring to track the energy signature of Carol Ferris and her stalker (Who later turns out to be a Predator). Hal creates probes to search for Cowgirl gl159_08.jpg Hal's ring discovers the true nature of a giant celestial hand blotting through the stars. Hal crosses the ship's shielding device, making it instantly visible. Hal's tracking another
energy trail. Hal is tracking the energy pathway through many light years and out of his sector. scans the power source, finds it. Hal is tracking Sinestro on planet Earth. Sinestro also monitors Flash. Hal uses the ring to scan alien DNA, revealing that it's actually an advanced human. Hal monitors the psychic vibrations of dream creatures.
Hal uses his ring to discover the origins of Superman before even SUPERMAN knows what they are. If a government plane is found to have alien components, Hal Jordan will scan the case, giving a large amount of information (the reason why the technologies of origin were not found is that it is Manhunter technology, from the artificial
world of Biot, whose exact location is unknown even to Guardians). Lie detector/scanning capabilities. Hal uses his ring to discover telepathic microscopic alien bounty hunters, hiding in snowflakes. Hal's ring acts as a kind of danger sense, dedicating a hostile alien presence (manhunter) to Hal scans the contents of Shark's stomach.
identifies the location of a specific person by searching (presumably) for the entire planet. You can tell hal won't tell the ring where to go because Hal thinks it's going to take him somewhere else. The gradual expansion of hal' through the wall. Hal actually does it a lot, but I thought I put some explicit examples of him doing it here just in
case. Healing after fighting and losing group GL's with good versions of the Power Ring (NO weakness yellow, generally more powerful) Hal simply heals himself and has to back up up to 100%. Hal uses his power ring to treat the Flash, which had been in space for several hours. Doesn't that mean you're going to bring him back to life?
Hal heals herself from the alien virus in the ICU at Cowgirl. a super sedative out of your system. The Misc/Unclassifiable Sinestro links the Flash heart/heartbeat to the center of the planet causing major disruption on the world level. Hal's going to do everything Sinestro did. Hal is opening an antimatter portal. Hal creates the whole
universe. When Dr. Light creates a machine that separates Body parts of different dimensions, Hal just uses his ring to bring himself back together, and then does the same with his friends. Hal takes control of the circle when wielded by Qwardian. Hal delivers a message through every TV in the coastal city. creates a structure that exists
without him and has neutral gravitational buoyancy. Sinestro talks to Hal about keeping his ring pocket dimension - whether they create them specifically for this purpose or they open them up, we don't know. Hal corrects it so that a woman can only speak. Battle Feats When Hal Is Resurrected, the architect of his first fall comes to light;
Sinestro, can't you do that? Two battles over it. Some pages are cut out, and to them Kyle gives Hal help by shooting Sinestro behind a series of arrows. when their bodies are back, Hal easily beats Sinestro before the super gun is used to paralyze all GL's. Hal wins and wins Sinestro. the feat unit Parallax takes over the body of Guardian
Ganthet, it is up to the Green Lanterns of Earth to defeat him before he spread fear and destruction throughout the planet and finally the universe. They do not, however, meet little resistance, however, as Parallax strikes back despite his greatest efforts. Hal Jordan is the one who comes up with a plan to beat Parallax, and hal Jordan is
the one who proves he can stand up to Parallax's power if all else fails. Hal Jordan is facing a crazy and deranged Kyle Rayner as Ion. He tries to talk her down, calm her down and get help, but Kyle gets mad and attacks her, seemingly trying to kill her. Hal fights him and eventually beats him with a big blast. It turns out that its not Kyle
Rayner at all, but instead powered up Nero, relying on Kyle's (Now Ion) energies. the combined forces of the race are trying to avenge the guards for their terrible fate, it will be difficult for the entire corps to contain this legion. Just surviving the nuclear explosion and tracking GL's over the emptiness, with killing several GL's, it's a rampage
and taking the entire army of GL's at once on his resume. Over is his confrontation with Hal. Ai. Legion feeds on the planet's own bean energy, the entire corps is not enough to contain and remove it. Hal enters the battery, feeds directly out of power, and one hand overrides the threat. The Guardian itself was awe feat, and was up to this
point thought entering the battery impossible. Hal destroys a roboticentry created specifically to destroy him in two of the most advanced worlds in the sector. In the past, we saw it tear through massive armed space stations and warships as if they were something. Well, this thing is much more advanced than he thought, and it will restore
itself more powerfully than before. Hal still takes it down, but it again starts rebuilding itself ... this time its evolved creature, which is all yellow and has yellow, moon-destroying energy shock waves. Hal will defeat it! In the end, it develops from everything he's got, and he's going to have to cheat on himself and then throw it into a black
hole. Triarh was the three gods of the bean race who were long forgotten and dead. When they seemingly return to life to destroy the universe, the controllers and the Defenders are terribly afraid. In fact, they are not the true gods, but the ultimate weapon of one controller who was expelled and awakened to destroy all the unworthy
planets in the universe. Above, hal confrontation with Triarch, where he actually manages to effect one of them. He can also resist being converted to Oan and one of the creatures trying to mind control. He doesn't actually win them, but he's making up a plan that will save everything. rookie Hal and veteran Sinestro fight Atrocitus, the evil
demon of Empire of Tears. Hal, as a rookie, instantly beats Yellow's weakness and hurts the creature, saving the life of Sin. When Hal crosses Russian airspace in the fight against an intergalactic bounty hunter, he faces Rocket Reds, a group of powerful Iron-Man-like enemies (not so powerful, of course). Above is his confrontation with
mercenary rocket reds. Hal and John confronted The Great 10, the Chinese superhero Team, chasing the Evil Star and then attacked By Black Adam. Hal, mind controlled, battles Superman and seems to overwhelm him until he breaks mind control to hold him. easily the subdues Kryptonian Cave Man, probably more physically powerful
than Superman himself. Analyzed by a constrictor in the past, Hal effortlessly recreates it to defeat evil doppelgangers himself and Barry. This is particularly impressive because Hal had to overcome the fact that his fighting edge had gone away (all evil and thus aggression, removed from his body). Hal surpasses both anti-Matter and
Yellow energy beams coming from all directions, using their power and intelligence, a gauntlet that another GL proved in unable to survive. With only seconds left in charge of his ring, he surrounds his fellow GL energy field and removes him from danger, reckless consequences for himself. Hal easily beats the rock monster (created by
Hector Hammond) and destroys a large asteroid that was once home to its base of activity in space. He does it without visible tension. Hal faces a super creature with immense mind abilities (Clairvoyance, telepathy, substance manipulation, energy manipulation, physical force, teleportation) he is forced to die in his mind. He then uses his
ring to remove the deadly and evil virus of the futuristic society. Hal puts the evil star at ease. Again, this time blocking his yellow energy blasts quite intelligently. gl160_10.jpg gl160_11.jpg Hal fights some headmen, genius telepaths, and shows some small things about manipulation. Hal puts down a stone creature, Gaia's servant's own,
quite simply. Metamorpho had gone from being to no avail to good a little bit before Hal stepped in to When Guy travels through the past he gets hurt and then imprisoned past Hal in a few seconds (Guy had his vuldarian powers at that point). Trying to defeat the Guardian-Child armed with a GL ring and centuries of experience, Hal
performs above In doing so, he completely evaporates the Ring of the Guards. Hal casually wins Wonder Girl and her Lasso Ares. Hal Jordan vs Cyborg Superman, with the help of Arisia. Also during the battle, the inadvertent side effect of hal's explosion is to break the master's ore, which not all the missing green lanterns could have
done before. Hal is confronted and then easily wins and jails, Hector Hammond, Guy Gardner and Star Sapphire. Hector alone has controlled a vast legion of creatures in the past, including almost every hero on earth. Guy Gardner in that era was a lot meaner and less bead than what we feel. Hal blocks, matches, and beats Sinestro's
yellow structures. When time to fend off Rookie Hal comes into contact with Zero-Hour Parallax, he is forced to face him in battle twice. At the first meeting he takes Zero Hour Parallax down to surprise attacks. In another, he stalemates her several pages, and even causes her pain, noting that their will of power is equal and therefore they
are quite equal. a body-abducting creature named N'gon steals the statue of Hal Jordan, taking his power circle and memories with him, he teleports superman first to its current dimension. fights him. Finally, the combination of Hal (powerless) and Superman are capable of defeating N'gon. Hal tears through gl corps, taking down his
former comrades left and right, including an incredibly qualified and incredible strong Kilowog. Hal Jordan destroys the anti-green lantern contingent, Qward's answer to GL Corps. Their abilities are identical to the average GL and each contact made by their beam absorbs the ones of vitality. Hal tears through Mongul's robotic defenses as
if they were just so much scrap. Hal puts Mongul down with a monster shot. Mongul later went to take on Superman and Kyle at the same time. here's another version of the same battle. I'm pretty sure it didn't happen, but it's pretty cool, isn't it? Hal takes Mongul and his Black Mercy plants and beats them with ease, actually crucified
mongul. Hal vs. Mongul and Mongal. battle between Hector Hammond and Hal Jordan Hal and Alan will receive and win the untrained but mighty Sinestro duplicates. Hal beats Rainbow Raider freely with ease, same Rainbow Raider that almost on the same issue . flash (Barry). Hal defeats the speeding man and shows his ability to
control the ring when he is his person. Hal, in a few moments, set up a makeshift prison powerful enough to keep every criminal bean after sciencells shut down. When Dr. Polaris tearss the portal into the structure of the universe itself at the heart of the universe and begins to feed on the magnetic powers of this strange new dimension,
Hal takes and fits the master magnetist, even as his power increases to the point that he can destroy planets. When his power increases to the point that he is untouchable, Hal uses his ring to pump him so full of power that he is ripped apart. Hal has teleported through time to people thousands of years in the future, he accidentally
breaks down a vast, alien, futuristic space fleet that the futuristic human world could not defeat. when alien slave owners realize that its weakness is the color of yellow, they create each ship to be yellow. Above, Hal's solution to this. Hal takes and seems to get better with Lobo and Captain Comet at the same time. Hal bowls over a
number of Darkstars at once with casual ease. Shaggy Man, currently General, attacks the League they are essentially impotent to stop him. The whole league needs even a stalemate monster. Hal Jordan then enters the fray and shrinks to a Shaggy Man the size of a pea (Take, Hulk!) Hal fights and stalemates Shaggy Man for an hour,
even after he had developed past his attack (The Original Shaggy Man developed attacks so that the same can never be used twice, so he couldn't shrink just for him again). When the general (in the body of General Eiling Shaggy Man) attacks the military base, Hal Jordan is forced to confront the beast. He creates a power ring image of
the original Shaggy Man, and physically beats the beast into subtly, a feat never before achieved. Marty, the good side of Hal Jordan given life, wins the entire Justice League using the tactics the original Hal Jordan had created long ago, then teleports away. Hal, crazy and dangerously unstable, decides that he must reclaim his title of
Green Lantern. He takes the ring from Kyle and continues to use the ring to receive the entire JLA and easily beat them. Although the argument about whether he used his Parallax energy was still furious, given that power came only from his ring and his state of mind, I would argue that it was just Hal with the ring. Of course, you should
decide for yourself. If an anarchist is a well-known anarchist finds a way to leech the yellow component of Hal's emerald energy from his ring, he will face justice league (Sans Hal) and do an incredible job of winning them, using their very costumes against them and creating force fields around his fools impenetrable to the Lightning. This is
a lot of fun, I guess. In the Necron Fear Parasite, a creature from a dimension that sees Courage and Fear as tangible essences, comes to Earth it faces off against justice league, causing them to be inside a huge fear (including the likes of Superman and Barry Allen). They decide to disband the court league because of this fear, and only
through Diana's actions can they come together enough to face The Necroni and ultimately defeat her. But before Diana and the rest of the league make their last stand against fear of the Parasite, Hal confronted her. His presence causes immense pain in fear parasite (He feeds off fear, courage hurts him) and he very nearly beats the
beast before falling behind the yellow attack. Trapped in Sinestro's body, Hal takes the entire Justice League (Whose bodies are inhabited by various Super villains). While this makes them less skilled, it also makes them vicious and more all out. Hal faces a monstrously mutated/powerful Black Hand - who has the ability to absorb energy,
both in life and at a clean, incredible rate. Hal will defeat him, cut off his arm and bury him alive! Hal wins the pre-mutated Black Hand (His rod absorbs emerald energy). Hal gets 1/3 of the total GL Corps and throws it all at Krona, the first time he's been in disbelief. Hal and John fight the Chinese Super-Team known as the Great 10, while
also catching the Evil Star and running afoul of Black Adam. Hal is on the verge of life and death, his ring brings together a group of candidates who are worthy of the mantelpiece of his ring. Among them are Nightwing and Superman. The ring's ai refers to them all as The Lesser Will, adddi out of the idea that Superman has a greater will
than Hal himself. Hal and Alan Scott together guide the army to a super advanced and scientific planet as if it were nothing. Here's a match against the deadly and pre-watered, Dr. Light. Hal manages not only to stop Dr. Light's attack and turn it against him, but he also uses his intelligence to deceive the light master. Light had previously
taken the entire Justice League at once. Love it. Hal, in his memory, creates a bubble around him and the power of the girl that completely protects them the most powerful blasts of Sonar (who at the time almost had the whole league of ropes). While Sonar blows away, amnesiac Hal has to have sex in the POWER GIRL bubble! Then it
turned out that the woman in Doctor Light is also in love with Hal! Then Hal will protect them all from some ultimate bomb that the sonar launched and hide their signs of life from him. Damn it, he's going to get the ladies and get the job done. When confronted against Paragon, is combined with the powers of Justice League (To a higher
level and able to manipulate them all with greater skill) Hal claims that he has stopped Superman from his tracks. And then you can immediately hit someone whose strength is greater than Superman and Wonder Woman combined. Hal is stopping Superman in his tracks. Hal's body takes over from Professor Zoom, a criminal accidentally
owned by the Secret Society of Superroasins, then creates a prison that is inescapable for them. After one of the demons is directly taken over (using some type of yellow smoke, creeps past his defence) Hal takes control of his fellow referees' league chiefs and forces them to fight against their will. Hal beats a man from Green Lantern,
who stole one of the experimental rings by creating an aura around him that makes him unable to hurt her, then just subduing her. Hal Jordan is confronted by the formidably powerful (With the Mad) Lord Malvolio of The Green Flame. He has no weakness in yellow, has no time limit, virtually no restrictions. According to his creator (Priest)
across the giant space station (colored yellow) they fought, across the planet, was just building his ring, his will to power. Hal was struck by the planet, feeling nothing. Hal will fight him and take him to the Chinese city. Mary Marvel thinks Hal Jordan is nothing but an illusion created by evil Mind, she suddenly and wildly attacks Hal (We
can assume she didn't hold back the illusion). Hal takes some of his surprise hits without breaking a sweat, blocking his second hit, but good. It's known that Mary Marvel is destroying the likes of Captain Atom. When Sonar uses its sonic capabilities to influence Hal's mind causing illusions, Hal uses to cancel the illusion attack by making
itself immune to the effects. If Hal's ring is faulty, Hal still has to face the evil Sonar, so he plans on creating a pocket of Green Lantern energy to keep a reserve/advance that would match his spiritual command if his GL ring fails. If his GL ring fails, while in the middle of the battle sonar. Sonar's weapon proves it can partially crush Hal...
until he calls his stock of Green Lantern energy to heal his injuries, making him immune to sonar attack. Superman claims that hal's power is greater than all ours combined. Hal faces Professor Zoom, who he thinks is Barry Allen and therefore holds back significantly in return. Even with Zoom trying to kill Hal, Hal holding back and Zoom
having access to all his Rogue Gallery weaponry, Hal still almost beats him and actually ends up saving his life. Hal against any speeder. Hal vs. Star Sapphire Hal vs. Guy. Sorry Guy. Hal vs. Galius Zed, when Zed had a prototype Green Lantern ring that made him more powerful. First, we can see that there is a whole world/dimension in
the GL circle. Then we see that the GL ring was able to take away/suppress the magical abilities of Mrywheddon. Then we'll see Hal win Myrwheddon alone. makes Myrwheddon go to bed. Hal gets ambushed by Bizarro, then grows a giant energy form and flicks him away. Hal faces a weapon capable of analyzing every enemy and
coming up with a perfect pick-up Them. Hal actually neutralizes their attack and mimics it, throwing it back in their faces and taking them out. Hal quickly takes down the keeper of the Sinestro Corps book, who gave a bunch of GL problems on the same page. Hal takes down a bunch of members of the Sinestro Corps after stealing
Sinestro Corps rings. Hal takes Kyle to parallax and saps through some of the corps members. Hal takes on a number of Zamarons, female colleagues at Guardians. Hal and the man are destroying the herd of Manhunters. Hal as a fighter Hal is in the best condition... Top man! Watch Out, Captain America!
Http://img354.imageshack.us/my.php?i...anned097fu.jpg Hal Jordan faces off against Kilowog in a friendly fisticuffs game, showing his strength, speed and martial arts skills when he has Kil on the ropes before Hector Hammond's telepathic speech bothers him. when confronted by a group of petty robbers, Hal decides to stand them in a
hand fight that leaves no doubt about his ability. I think he made his case, didn't he? Http://img19.photobucket.com/albums/...2/6e9cd6b0.jpg Hal takes down some random thugs sans ring. Hal takes down a mighty ex-boxer. Hal faces his physical equal pol manning and takes him off just the page. Here Hal is confronted with the evil
creations of his alter ego, Pol Manning, called neomen. These are creatures of the body of a Cro Magnon man (i.e. amazingly powerful) with the advanced brain in the next phase of evolution. again hal faces and gets better with his physical equal, Pol Manning. Ringless Hal takes three crooks with perfected ease. Hal fights and wins the
grizzly. Single Hal throws away three or four thugs at a time. then continues to further put these dizzying array moves, asking What is Batman got that I haven't got?! When Hal is removed from his ring and mistakenly imprisoned in a maximum security prison, he fights his way through an army of freed convicted and dirty cops in a mad
rush to exit, pulling some pretty incredible moves where I sit and proving that no doubt he has a big hand hand fighter, by most definitions. Hal faces off against The Green Arrow in an old-fashioned Slobberknocker. Ollie has given Hawkman a great fight and made a number of mysteriously strong enemies in his time. He also recently won
prometheus. Hal takes a pair of backwater rednecks armed with rifles. Hal wins, in one motion, a man with certain fighting skills (clearly he was planning on revealing something but never really got a chance). Hal stands against Sinesimi on three pages, at the end of which he grabs the alien warrior's neck. Hal quickly and easily dispatches
two, then disguises himself as one of the fools and disguises one of the fools himself (So befuddle his self-captors). Hal takes down a group of fools in a rather brilliant show of knowledge of martial arts and knowledge of classics. Hal receives a former German soldier and takes him out immediately. Hal defeats a massively muscular alien
warlord. two petty crooks choose the wrong guy when they try to mug him in the street and Hal shows them whats what. Hal faces an acrobat and a supervillaon known from the air who can use his abilities to spread using magnetic Hal decides to take him mono e mono, sans ring, and the hand beats him, punching him through the wall!
Hal faces another alien war lord. He used to win under Alan Scott and go after Hal next. In addition to his incredible build, and similar to the fact that he had achieved a fighter, trained in the manner of war because he was a boy and the most feared general on the planet he came, he proves that he can rip the dungeon out of the ground,
and throwing it to GL with incredible simplicity (thus defeating him). Hal faces Goldface's fools three different times, always with the same result; That's not good for fools. after the surprise attack, Hal manages to defeat the attackers. Hal faces a prisoner of the Guards, considered one of the most dangerous criminals in the universe and
thus sealed on his timeline on a distant planet without human life. Eventually, he and the rest of the guards' prisoners are fighting against the GL Corps. This is the result of his fight against Hal. Given his size and his reputation and reputation, I'd say it was pretty impressive. Hal beats a giant robot. Hal's going to take down a bunch of toes.
Gumption, baby, pure gum! When Predator, the aggressive and vicious side of Star Sapphire's, robs Carol Ferris to join her, Hal follows her and lets her fists do the talk to get her back. The predator had in the past demolished the demolition crew with considerable ease and had at its disposal a number of dangerous weapons. He also
took and hurt, albeit a little, the hate-god Eclipso. Hal is trapped in Oa Sciencells, he is forced to confront a seemingly invulnerable, hulking beast who raises weapons from every part of his body that meets. Realizing that physical power alone may not be enough, Hal uses his intelligence and takes him down to a Chinese city! Batman
(yes, Batman) tries to stop the resurrected Hal Jordan from defeating the Parallax unit, Hal blankets him for good, knocking him to the ground and making him look scared. Page 2 of 05-26-2009, 21:34 #26 Guest wow! at the end of the material there! lol very nice I thoroughly enjoyed it. op= overloaded.   05-27-2009, 06:31 #27 Sinestro's
Sparring Partner Join Date: August 2008 Posts: 101 Thanks guys.   06-18-2009, 12:57 #28 Guest wow this is a lot of 2009-06-18, 11:57 #29 Black Lantern Join Date: December 2008 Location: Northern California Valley Posts: 16422 This is some good stuff there. The bond with Hal, who saved Barry from the Rainbow Raider, brought
back memories. ____________________ 2009-07-14, 22:20 #30 Guest Astro you really outdid yourself! Good job!   09-14-2009, 4:59 #31 Guest This list starts ass ... Well done, sir.   10-28-2009, 02:15 #33 Butcher Join Date: January 2009 Location: Four Countries Commonwealth Posts: 2572 HOLY CRAP!!! Nice greeeaaaattt work!!!  
23:28/2010, 23:28 #34 Guest does not have enough respect for korugar's finest by DC Katma Tui deserves much more for his reincarnation than black lantern Zombie! He deserves to be reborn in the ranks of heroes. When I said before that he didn't have to be a GREEN Lantern-I had no idea DC would take that inspiration to make his
zombie the very kind of reason he grew to hate! I hope that DC will bring him a group of reborn ex-BL heroes!   03/15/2010, 21:55 #35 Guest Such a cool thing, thank you for doing this! A lot of hard work definitely went into it, and it's welcome! A lot of good reads, and some I missed!   04-21-2014, 04:16 #36 to Evil, Yellow Bastiche Join
Date: July 2007 Location: @play Posts: 25321 Yo. Hey, is there any way we can make it sticky? this is something that should be easily accessible to all ...... Tazer ___________________________ Quote: Originally posted by Andrew NDB Geoff Johns should have a 10 mile restraining order for comics, not to mention movies.   04-22-
2014, 5:57 #37 Alpha-Lantern Join What: March 2008 Location: Qward Posts: 2547 5 out of 5 Lanterns guy in this awesome post. It's nice to see someone else remember why it's called the most powerful weapon in the universe. It would be nice if the current creative staff in D.C. would take a look at it and maybe use it for refrence.
__________________________ Take a life of salt and tequila!   04-22-2014, 03:31 #38 to Evil, Yellow Bastiche Join Date: July 2007 Location: @play Posts: 25321 Yo. Why would they do that when they're so focused? Hal/Sinestro dark reflection emo-dynamic? Tazer ___________________________ Quote: Originally posted by Andrew
NDB Geoff Johns should have a 10 mile restraining order for comics, not to mention movies.   04-22-2014, 04:54 #39 God Turtles Join date: September 2008 Location: Austin TX Posts: 20112 Quote: Originally posted by Tazer Yo. Now, why would they do it if they're so damned focused on Hal/Sinestro's dark reflection of emo-dynamic?
Tazer, except that they are not and they are not all year. ____________________ 04/22/2014, 22:22 #40 to Evil, Yellow Bastiche Join Date: July 2007 Location: @play Posts: 25321 Yo. so they only recently moved away from it? BFD! Give them time and they'll move the stories back to the way...... Tazer ___________________________
Quote: Originally posted by Andrew NDB Geoff Johns should have a 10 mile restraining order for comics, not to mention movies.    
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